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HOW CAN WE
TELL YOU ALL ABOUT DFA?

Every semester our students are involved in great projects, 
workshops, and events. We’ve decided to share our experiences 
with you through our first Semester Report - a cumulative 
summary of Fall Semester’s design adventures. Enjoy!

Design for America is an interdisciplinary RISD and Brown 
student-led group that applies design thinking to local and 
social challenges. 

Using human-centered design, we look to our local community 
to assess pressing challenges and work in teams to understand 
user’s needs, ideate, prototype and test potential solutions in 
topics ranging from education to health to the environment. 
Students are supported throughout the design process by 
faculty, advisors, professional design mentors, community 
partners, each other, and DFA national. 

Visit our blog to learn more! dfarisdbrown.tumblr.com

Get in touch with us! risdbrown@designforamerica.com

dfarisdbrown.tumblr.com
mailto:risdbrown@designforamerica.com
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This semester we mixed things up and tried out a bunch of 
new formats for our project teams. We had three one-semester 
projects and one year-long project, which gave the projects a 
more decisive deadline. Two of the projects were sponsored 
by DFA National, meaning that the National DFA staff provided 
participating teams with a scope for the term. Some of our 
projects got fairly technology-focused, especially when 
working with eye-tracking devices in the Assistive Tech team. 
We also piloted the Bootcamp project, a new idea to teach 
those unfamiliar with the design process but eager to learn and 
lead.

Bootcamp
Team Leads: Allison Chen & Allison Wong

The first of its kind, DFA Bootcamp is geared to equip new 
members with human-centered design thinking and skills. At 
the end of the semester the team presented an app called “PVD 
Foodie”.

PROJECTS
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The app responded to the question “How can we break the 
campus bubble between RISD/Brown and the Providence 
area?” You navigate this quirky app by telling it “what you’re 
craving”, which brings you to various local restaurants through 
fun way-finding and story-telling.

Worker Safety
Team Lead: Janice Gan

Worker Safety was a DFA National sponsored Installation 
Project (other studios included U Oregon and Stanford). Over 
the semester they conducted extensive research about safety 
construction sites, and at the end of the semester presented 
their insights and ideas on how to make machine handling safer, 
specifically forklifts.
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Driving for All
Team Leads: Isabel Balazs and Isabelle Yisak

Our Driving for All team was one of five DFA studios (others 
included Northwestern, Case Western, UCLA, UIUC) to work 
with DFA National and Chrysler tasked with the challenge 
of designing for all abilities, including those with physical 
disabilities. Targeting one-handed drivers with limited motor 
capacity, they designed a control system that could easily 
activate various car functions and be attached to the steering 
wheel.
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Assistive Tech
Team Lead: Miranda Olson

Working with Speak Your Mind Foundation, the Assistive Tech 
team is a combined team of hardware, software, and design 
teams. Their goal is to design user-friendly eye-tracking 
technology for those with limited motor capabilities. Over Fall 
Semester they did extensive user and market research and 
built up a technically strong foundation they will continue to 
prototype and test in Spring 2015. Looking forward to it!
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This semester, we ran several workshops to share our process 
with the Brown and RISD communities.

In September, we returned to A Better World by Design with 
fellows Sarah Kurland and Rob Calvey to lead “Design Your 
Life,” framing our personal goals as design challenges as we 
grow as leaders of social innovation.

In October, we led two workshops with Brown Entrepreneurship 
Program’s new Innovation Dojo and the Social Innovation 
Initiative to teach user research methods and apply them to 
participants’ project ideas. 

Have an idea for collaboration with DFA? Get in touch!
Email us at risdbrown@designforamerica.com

WORKSHOPS

mailto:risdbrown@designforamerica.com
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Fall Retreat
We welcomed DFA members both new and returning at our Fall 
Retreat at Lincoln Woods, where we went hiking, picnicking, 
and bouldering. It was a great way to get to know everybody 
and get over your fear of heights!

Midterm Crit
On November 1 we brought the whole studio together for a 
midterm crit at John St. Studio. A few past DFA members 
joined us at guest critics and critiqued the four projects in the 
midst of their research and prototyping phases.

EVENTS
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Visit: Kara Dziobek
In November, we were joined by awesome guest Kara Dziobek 
from the Business Innovation Factory at our Saturday Studio, 
who gave insights into her job, shared personal projects 
building community in Providence, and offered helpful advice 
for current students. 

Final Crit
We returned to the Brown TRI-Lab for our final crit on 
December 6, joined by a fabulous group of mentors, Brown/
RISD faculty, and local professionals. Each of the four project 
teams shared their progress from the semester. Thanks to all 
who joined us as guest critics!  
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Spring 2015
We’re seeking members to join new projects for the Spring 
semester. One new team will co-design a project with YMCA 
staff members, and we will choose two additional projects 
from topics we have pre-scoped over winter break: Rethinking 
Urban Bus Stops, Design Thinking for Youth, Healthy Aging, 
and Demystifying Prescription Medications. We will also be 
tackling a “meta-project,” focusing on improving internal team 
dynamics and continuing our Assistive Tech project from the 
fall. If you or someone you know might be a perfect fit for DFA, 
you can find more information about our Spring application on 
our blog here.    

Creating Community
This semester we’re looking forward to strengthening both the 
inner DFA community and its campus and Greater Providence 
outreach. Look out for more fun DFA events and online 
presence from our task force!

UP NEXT

http://dfarisdbrown.tumblr.com/post/107932851522/welcome-to-2015-were-looking-for-new-members-to
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Who’s in DFA?
We’re a group of Brown and RISD students that spans 
a diversity of disciplines - including Industrial Design, 
Architecture, Urban Studies, Engineering, Computer Science, 
and Physics - united under a shared interest in human-centered 
design and social impact.

Our Mentors 
We were joined for a second year by amazing professional 
mentors from Altitude: Alex Tee, Karuna Harishanker, and Alex 
Denniston. They volunteered their time to mentor one project 
over the course of the term, providing perspective on how the 
industry works and guiding teams through the design process. 
We also have a new DFA National Fellow, Sarah Kurland. She’s 
splitting her time between mentoring DFA studios and being 
the Communications Specialist at Cornell’s Engaged Learning + 
Research.    

A National Network
DFA isn’t just at RISD and Brown. We’re part of a national 
network across 21 different college campuses, which includes 
over 2000 students, 600 core team members, and 100 different 
majors! One highlight from the national network comes from 
Northwestern: Luna Lights, a project to reduce the risk of falling 
for older adults, completed the Healthbox Accelerator, raised 
$70,000, and are pushing their product to implementation.  

Where are they now?
Now that the RISD/Brown DFA studio is in its 4th year, our 
alumni are off in the world doing inspiring work.  Our studio 
co-founder Annie Wu is in Chicago at the Greater Good Studio 
practicing human-centered design to create tools for social 
change!

PEOPLE

http://www.altitudeinc.com/
http://designforamerica.com/projects/luna-lights/
http://www.greatergoodstudio.com/


THANKS FOR READING!


